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                                                                                                                   Dated: 11 June 2019 

A Letter to Governors Simon Lalong, Samuel Ortom, Yahaya Bello and Abdullahi Sule 
 

The Need for a Middle Belt Governors Forum (MBGF) 
 

I write to convey to you the need to create a Middle Belt Governors Forum (MBGF) 
distinct from the Northern Governors Forum (NGF). 

The urgency of this institution is borne out of the peculiarity of the Middle Belt 
communities in all ramifications. This is when compared with the Far North area.  

I have no doubt that this peculiarity, amongst others, informed the creation of the South 
East Governors Forum, South West Governors Forum and South South Governors Forum 
as distinct from the Southern Governors Forum. 

This call is imperative in view of the peculiar economic, social, political, ideological and 
psychological challenges bedevilling the peoples of the areas. The Northern Governors 
Forum has demonstrated its inability to address these challenges for two reasons. The first 
is because the concerns of the areas is unique, misunderstood and/or not in the interests 
of the Far North caucus that dominate the NGF. The second and arising from the first is 
because the philosophical, ideological and religious underpinnings of the core members of 
the NGF and therefore the ideas and ideals of the NGF run counters to the interests of 
the Middle Belt members of the NGF. 

For the benefit of any doubt, the Middle Belt peoples are distinct from the Far North 
peoples made up largely of Hausa and Fulani in several ways but particularly from the 
religious, cultural and ideological ways. The relationships of the Far North and Middle Belt 
communities predated the coming of colonialism. They have related in peace and war 
over several hundreds of years prior to colonialism. In spite of this, the Middle Belt 
communities have remained independent amidst the cultural penetration of Hausa and 
Fulani resulting from trade and later Islam.  

There was no evidence that even the Jihad of the 19th century succeeded in conquering the 
communities. The large scale penetration of Islam was a peaceful process attained in the 
course of late colonial and early independence politics. Thus there was no foundation in 
history and in war that the communities were ever part of the Far North Hausa, Fulani 
and Islamic culture. They became part of the geographic North by colonial fiat. 

Thus the seeming impression that the fate of the Far North and the Middle Belt 
communities is intertwined is the making of Nigerian politics and not history. The 
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foundation of this relationship was the colonial politics that lasted until the attainment of 
independence in 1960. This tenuous ahistorical political relationship between the 
communities and the Far North has since being unravelling as the challenges of post 
independence and in particular the weights of history unfold.  

It is therefore a disservice to the communities of the Middle Belt for the political 
leadership of the areas to continue to pretend that being part of the Northern institutions 
whose philosophies and ideologies seeks to put down the communities of the Middle Belt 
is in the interest of the communities of the Middle Belt.  

Of all the regions in Nigeria, the Middle Belt is the most distinct in terms of history, 
politics, religions, cultures and psychologies. The Far North, South East, South West and 
South South or Niger Delta has uniformed religions and cultures to some degrees. They 
are overwhelmingly Christians. Where this shared religious conviction is diluted, they 
made it up in their shared culture and/or common cause. These regions have successfully 
challenged the Nigerian state at various times in order to address their grievances and 
advance their causes.  

This is not the case with the Middle Belt or North Central. The communities in the area 
represent the most culturally and religiously penetrated in the country by other regions 
and interests. Unlike the other regions, they have not been able to engage the Nigerian 
state. This is not because they have no grievances to address and/or causes to advance. 
They have not been able to do this because they lacked common platforms to articulate, 
aggregate and advance their causes. Their diversities seemed like an albatross on their path 
to finding commonality only because contemporary elites allowed politics and self 
interest to penetrate their ranks dissuading the creation of common front. Consequently, 
they failed to build on the ideas and ideals sown by their forebears as platform for 
addressing grievances and advancing their causes. One of these is the ideas and ideals of 
the Middle Belt.  

In my Inaugural Lecture entitled “Security: Framing a Middle Belt of Nigeria Perspective”, 
I noted the need to address the uncharted and ungoverned space called “security” in 
Nigeria. This is because what is called “security” in Nigeria failed, is failing and will 
continue to fail unless Nigerians collectively address the philosophical, legal and policy 
lacuna of this “security”. I also noted with reference to the Middle Belt the urgency for 
building institutions in order to address the myriad of challenges confronting the 
communities.  

In the Lecture, I specifically noted the need for a Middle Belt Governors Forum as one of 
the platforms for engaging challenges of the types peculiar to the communities. For 
instance, I argued that the differences between Governors Samuel Ortom and Simon 
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Lalong of Benue and Plateau states following Governor Ortom’s anti open grazing bill 
would not have gone public the way it did had this Forum existed. The Forum would have 
created the platform for addressing differences away from public eyes in order to present a 
united front. There is a lot that the creation of the Forum can accomplish for the 
communities of the Middle Belt.  

I have identified four states as foundation states for the Middle Belt Governors Forum. 
They are Benue, Plateau, Kogi and Nasarawa States. For historical reasons, these states 
constituted the core states where the idea of the Middle Belt first took roots. In my 
extended definitions (see attached Lecture) of the Middle Belt, I argued – based on 
psychological definition - that the geographic areas of the communities of the Middle 
Belt extended to as far as Taraba, Gombe, Kebbi, Borno, Adamawa, Bauchi and Kaduna 
states.  

The onus for the founding of the Middle Belt Governors Forum rest on the four states 
identified in the foregoing. To start the Forum with the four states will represent a strong 
and united statement. However, they must not all agree before the Forum is created. 
Once two or three agree, they can start. As the institution grows and as the need 
determines, other states will join the group as members and/or observers. 

His Excellency Sir, the time to create the Middle Belt Governors Forum was yesterday. 
However, it is not late to start the Forum NOW. Any delay would continuously endanger 
the place of the communities in the work-in-progress called Nigeria. With the exception 
of the Middle Belt communities, other regions are simulating their fate in the event that 
Nigeria implodes and disintegrates. This is because Nigeria is a work-in-progress 
constantly on the edge of the precipice. 

The Middle Belt Governors Forum (MBGF) cannot and should not wait any longer. 

Keep a date with HISTORY! 

Thank you. 

 
 
 


